
Radhun� Men�
14a Hampden Square, London, N14 5, United Kingdom, Barnet

(+44)2083614735,(+44)2083614781 - http://www.radhuni-southgate.com

On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Radhuni from Barnet. Currently, there are 17 courses and
drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What SeanMSweeney likes about Radhuni:
We eat at Radhuni regularly and Abi, Mack, Mohammed and the team are brilliant. The food is fantastic. They

have your usual “Indian” restaurant stuff, but a wander around the menu takes you to some beautiful meals. So
much so, that when I wanted my 60th birthday party catered for Radhuni was the obvious choice. Ordering a

takeaway for 30+ people could have been daunting, but not here. The food was amazing, delivered... read more.
The restaurant and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physical

limitations, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and have something. Radhuni in Barnet prepares
with typical Indian spices delicious meals, accompanied by sides like rice or naan, freshly, The visitors of the
establishment also appreciate the large selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant has to

offer. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Radhuni. Anyone who finds the normal and
generally known dishes too ordinary can here approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting

combination of ingredients consume, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian dishes.
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Appet�er�
KEBAB

Asia� specialtie�
SAMOSA

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Coffe�
COFFEE

Picke� for Yo�
PILAU RICE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

India�
CHICKEN DARTS

ONION BHAJI

NAAN

Ingredient� Use�
ONION

CHICKEN

TRAVEL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB CHOPS

COD

LAMB

BREAD

FISH
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